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A BOOLEAN ALGEBRA OF REGULAR CLOSED

SUBSETS OF ßX- X

BY

R. GRANT WOODS

Abstract. Let X be a locally compact, o-compact, noncompact Hausdorff space.

Let ßX denote the Stone-Cech compactification of X. Let R(X) denote the Boolean

algebra of all regular closed subsets of the topological space X. We show that the

map A^(c\sx A)— X is a Boolean algebra homomorphism from R(X) into

R(ßX— X). Assuming the continuum hypothesis, we show that if X has no more than

2No zero-sets, then the image of a certain dense subalgebra of R(X) under this homo-

morphism is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of all open-and-closed subsets of

ßN—N (N denotes the countable discrete space). As a corollary, we show that there

is a continuous irreducible mapping from ßN—N onto ßX—X. Some theorems on

higher-cardinality analogues of Baire spaces are proved, and these theorems are

combined with the previous result to show that if S is a locally compact, <7-compact

noncompact metric space without isolated points, then the set of remote points of

ßS (i.e. those points of ßS that are not in the /3S-closure of any discrete subspace of

5) can be embedded densely in ßN—N.

Introduction. Assuming the continuum hypothesis, Parovicenko [8], and

Rudin [10] have shown that if U is a Boolean algebra of cardinality 2K° such that

maximal chains in U—{0, 1} are T^-sets, then U is isomorphic to B(ßN—N), the

Boolean algebra of all open-and-closed subsets oí ßN—N. Let o-G(X) denote the

smallest a-complete subalgebra of R(X) containing the family {clx (intx Z) : Z is

a zero-set of X}. Using the result of Parovicenko and Rudin, we show in §2 that

if the locally compact, <x-compact, noncompact space X has no more than 2K<>

zero-sets, then the image of oG(X) under the above-defined homomorphism is

isomorphic to B(ßN— N).

Let y be a compact Hausdorff space. Let S(B) denote the Stone space of the

Boolean algebra B. In [5], Gleason has shown that there exists an irreducible

mapping from S(R(Y)) onto Y. Let s/ be a subalgebra of R(Y) that is also a

base for the closed subsets of Y. Using Gleason's methods, we show that there

exists an irreducible map / from S(stf) onto Y. We further show that there exists

an embedding g of the (possibly empty) set H(sf) = f\AeJ!/ [Y— bdy A] into S(s/)

such that/o g is the natural inclusion of H(sá) in Y. Special cases in which H(sá)

is dense in Y are considered.
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In [9], Plank has characterized the set of remote points of ßX, where X is a

separable metric space without isolated points. Plank also proves, assuming the

continuum hypothesis, that if in addition X is locally compact, then the set of

remote points of ßX is dense in ßX— X. We use these results of Plank and the

results of §2 and §3 to prove the above mentioned theorem concerning the embed-

ding of the remote points of ßX in ßN-N.

The terminology and notation used in this paper will, with only a few exceptions,

be that of [6]. Material pertaining to Boolean algebras can be found in [11]. All

spaces are completely regular Hausdorff spaces.

The results of this paper form part of a doctoral dissertation submitted to

McGill University in July, 1969. The author wishes to thank Dr. Stelios Negrepontis

for his valuable advice and encouragement. He also thanks the referee for his useful

suggestions.

1. Preliminaries. The following theorem concerning the structure of locally

compact, à-compact spaces is well known (see [2, 11.7.2]).

1.1. Theorem. A Hausdorff space X is locally compact and o-compact if and only

if it can be expressed in the form X= (Jn = o V(n), where V(n) is an open subset of

X, clx V(n) is compact, andclx F(«)£ V(n+l)for each nonnegative integer n.

We may assume that each V(n) is a regular open subset of X. If X is assumed to

be noncompact, we may also assume that V(n + l)—clx V(n) is nonempty for each

n. The symbol " V(n)" will be used with this meaning throughout this paper. We

also recall that every locally compact, a-compact space is normal [2, 8.2.2 and

11.7.3].

The family R(X) of all regular closed subsets of X is a complete Boolean algebra

under the following operations [11, §20 C]:

(i) A S B if and only if A ç B,

(Ü)   Va ^a = Cl?C [Ua A\a],

(iii) A« ¿>a = clx [intx (\a Aa],

(iv) A' = clx (X— A) iÄ denotes the complement of A).

The symbol B'X) will denote the Boolean algebra of all open-and-closed subsets

of X.

If U is a Boolean algebra, let SiU) denote the set of all ultrafilters on U. For each

x e U, put A(x)={a e SiU) : x e a}. The following theorem of Stone is well known

[11,8.2]:

1.2. Theorem. If a topology t is assigned to SiU) by letting {X(x) : xe U) be an

open base for t, then iSiU), t) is a compact totally disconnected space and the map

x -*■ Xix) is a Boolean algebra isomorphism from U onto BiSiU)).

If S is a set, then |S| will denote the cardinality of S. As is standard, we shall let

c denote the cardinality 2*0 of the continuum. The symbol [CH] will be used to
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indicate that we are using the continuum hypothesis (c=Xi) in the proof of a

theorem.

A subset S of a Boolean algebra U is said to be a dense subset of U if, given

xe U,x^0, there exists se S such that 0^ s S x. The following result is well known

[11,35.2].

1.3. Theorem. If St is a dense subalgebra of the Boolean algebra Ut (/= 1, 2) and

iff : Sx^> S2 is a Boolean algebra isomorphism from Sx onto S2, then there exists a

Boolean algebra isomorphism g: t/, -*- U2 such that the restriction of g to Sx isf.

A Boolean algebra Uis a-complete if every countable subset of i/has a supremum

in U [11, §20]. Recall that every Boolean algebra can be embedded densely in a com-

plete Boolean algebra [11, §35]. If S is a dense subset of the complete Boolean

algebra U, then the a-completion of S (symbolized aS) is the intersection of all the

a-complete subalgebras of i/that contain S [11, 35.3]. Obviously oS is a a-complete

subalgebra of U, and if D is a countable subset of oS then the aS-supremum of D

and the t/-supremum of D are the same [11, 23.1]. Note that \oS\ â \S\*°.

2. A Boolean algebra homomorphism. Throughout this section X is a locally

compact, cr-compact, noncompact Hausdorff space. We denote the set of non-

negative integers by N.

2.1. Lemma. Let (An)neN be a countable family of closed subsets of X. Define the

nonnegative integer k(n) as follows:

k(n) = min{jeN : Anr\ V(j) ï 0}

for each neN. Then

(i) //"lim^o, k(n) = oo then U"=o An is closed in X.

(ii) If limn_ œ k(n) = oo and An e R(X) for each neN, then \J„=0An=V "= o ̂ n-

Proof, (i) Let p e clx (U"=o ^n) and let U be an open subset of X containing

p. There exists i e N such that p e V(i); thus as U n V(i) is open, it follows that

U r\ V(i) O (U "= 0 An) / 0. As limn-. x k(n) = oo, there exists meN such that

n^m implies An n V(i)=0. Thus i/o V(i) n (US'"o1 An)^ 0. As U was an

arbitrary open set containing/7, it follows that/7 belongs to the closed set Un=o ¿n>

and so p e (J"=0 ^n- Thus U"=o ¿n is closed.

(ii) If/» e Ur?=o An, there exists k e N such that p e Ak. As Ak e R(X), it follows

that/7 e clx (intx Ak)^clx (intx [IJ™=o ̂ n]). The result is now immediate.

2.2. Definition. Let A be a closed subset of X. Then /I* will denote the set

(clflX ¿) - X (thus A'*=/SJSf- JT).

If A and 5 are closed subsets of X, the following results are immediate :

(i) (A\JB)*=A*uB*;

(ii) (Ar\B)*=A*r\B*;

(iii) A*= 0 if and only if/Í is compact.

The second result follows from [6, 6.5 IV] and the normality of X.
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We shall use the symbol "<= " to denote proper set inclusion.

2.3. Lemma. Let A and B be closed subsets of X.

(i) A* ç B* if and only if there exists ne N such that A — 5c V(n).

(ii) If A* <=B* and if Be R(X), then (intx B)-(AU cl* V(n)) ̂  0 for each neN.

Proof, (i) Suppose that A — B<=, V(ri) for some neN. Then as clx Vin) is com-

pact, clx iA — B) is also compact. As A is closed, it follows that A = iA r\ B)kj

clx (.4-5). By 2.2,

A* = (A n B)* u [clx (A-B)]* = (Ac\ B)* = A* n B*.

ThvtsA*çB*.

Conversely, suppose that A — B is not contained in V(n) for any neN. Then

there exists a sequence (nAieN of positive integers, with lim^o, «¡ = co, such that

(A-B)n [V(ni+1)-clx V(nA]¿ 0 for each ieN. Let pt e(A-B) n [V(ni + 1)-

clx V(n)] for each i e N, and put S=(pAieN. By 2.1 S is closed, and obviously S is

not contained in any V(n); hence 5 is not compact and so by 2.2(iii), S*j^0.

Obviously S^A-B, so S*^A* and by 2.2(H), S*nB*=0. Consequently

A*-B*^0 and (i) follows.

(ii) By (i) it follows that for each neN, B-[A\J V(n+l)]¿ 0 and so B-

(A u clx V(ri)) + 0. Thus [clx (intx B)] n [X- [A u clx V(n)]] + 0 and so (intx B)

-[AuclxV(n)]¥=0-

2.4. Proposition. If A is a closed subset ofX, then clx. (X* - A*) = [clx (X- A)]*.

Proof. Since A u clx (X-A) = X, by 2.2(i) it follows that A* U [clx (X-A)]* =

X*. Thus X* -A*ç [clx (X-A)]*, and as [clx (X-A)]* is closed in X*, it follows

that

(1) clx.(X*-A*)^[clx(X-A)]*.

Conversely, suppose that x $ clx. (X* — A*). Since the family {clfix S : S closed

in X} is a base for the closed subsets of ßX [6, 6.5(b)], it follows that {X*-S* : S

closed in X} is a base for the open sets of X*. Thus since X* is completely regular,

there exists a closed subset B of X such that xe X* — B* and also (X* — B*) n

clx.(Z*-^*)=0; thus (Ar*-fi*)n(Z*-^*)=0 and thus by 2.2(i), X* =

(A u 5)*. By 2.3(i) there exists / e N such that X-(A u 5)ç F(i). Thus

(2) [cix (*- ¿)] n (jr- b) s cix no ;

for if not, [clx(Z-^()]n(JSr-£)n [Z-clx K(i)]/0 and as (Z-5) n

[Ar-clx K(/)] is open, it would follow that (X-A) n (X-fi) n LY-clx K(z)]^ 0,

which contradicts X-(AvB)çV(i). It follows from (2) that [clx (X-A)]-

Bç V(i+1), and so by 2.3(i) we have [clx (X-A)]*^B*. As x e X*-B*, it follows

that x$[clx(X-A)]*. Thus [clx(X-A)]*çclx.(X*-A*), and combining this

with (1) yields the proposition.
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2.5. Proposition. If A is a closed subset ofX, then clx. (int*. A*) = [clx (intx A)]*.

Proof. Since intx. A* = X*-clx. (X*-A*), by 2.4 it follows that intx.A* =

A""-^^-/!)]* and so

el,, (intx- A*) = clx« (**-[clx (X-A)]*)

= [clx(X-[clx(X-A)])]*   (by 2.4)

= [clx (intx A)]*.

The following result is an immediate consequence of 2.5.

2.6. Corollary. If Ae R(X) then A* e R(X*).

2.7. Remark. In Corollary 2.6, the hypothesis that X be a tr-compact space

cannot be dropped. As an example, let W be the space of all countable ordinals

and put Y= WxW. Then Y is locally compact and noncompact, but not cr-com-

pact. Let a IF denote the one-point compactification of W, formed by adjoining the

first uncountable ordinal cox to W. It is shown in problems 8L and 8M of [6] that

ßY=aWxaW, and hence Y* = [{cox}xaW]KJ [aWx{cox}\. Let A denote the

"diagonal" of Y, that is A={(a, a) : a e W}. Since If is a Hausdorff space, A is

closed. The point (a, a) is isolated in Y if and only if a is a nonlimit ordinal. It

follows easily from this that AeR(Y). However, A*={(cox, cox)} and evidently

{(wx, cox)} $ R( Y*). Hence we have the desired example.

2.8. Theorem. The map A-^- A* is a Boolean algebra homomorphism from

R(X) into R(X*).

Proof. By 2.6 the map A -> A* is well defined. Suppose that A and B belong

to R(X). Then by 2.2(i),

A* V B* = A* u B* = (A u B)* = (A V B)*.

It follows from 2.4 that

(A')* = [clx(X-A)]* = clx.(X*-A*) = (A*)'.

Thus the map preserves suprema and complements and hence is a Boolean algebra

homomorphism.

Let Z(X) denote the family of zero-sets of A" (see [6, 1.10]).

2.9. Notation, (i) If & is a subfamily of R(X), then [JH* will denote the

family {F* : FeJ?}.

(ii) The family {cl* (intxZ):Ze Z(X)} will be denoted by G(X). If X is a

metric space then every closed subset of X is a zero-set, and so G(X)=R(X).

The following result will be needed later.

2.10. Proposition. Let Y be any completely regular Hausdorff space. Then

[G(Y)]* is a base for the closed subsets of Y*.
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Proof. It suffices to show that {cliy (cly (inty Z)) : Z g Z( Y)} is a base for the

closed sets of ß Y. If A is closed in ß Y and pe ß Y— A, we can find fe C(ß Y) such

that /(/?)=0 and f[A]={l}. Put Z= Yn/-1^, oo). Then Z6Z(y), ¿£

cl^y (cly (inty Z)), and /? £ cliy (cly (inty Z)). The result is now immediate.

The proof of the following result mimics that of [6, 13.5] and hence is not

included.

2.11. Lemma. Let sé be any subalgebra of RiX) and let S be any countable

subset of [sé]*. Then there exists a subset (EAneN of sé satisfying the following two

conditions:

(i) i=(E*)neN;

(ii) E^E] if and only i/EfzEf (i,jeN).

2.12. Tjy-sets. Let 5 be a totally ordered set with subsets A and B. If a<b for

each ae A and fteßwe will write A<B.

The totally ordered set S is called an 77,-set if, given subsets A and B of cardinality

at most X0 and with A<B, there exists ce S such that A < {c} < B [6, 13.6].

The following theorem is due to Rudin [10] and Parovicenko [8].

2.13. Theorem [CH]. Let U be a Boolean algebra of cardinality c. If maximal

chains in the partially ordered set U—{0, 1} are r¡y-sets, then U is isomorphic to

BißN-N).

2.14. Definition. Let Y be any completely regular Hausdorff space. A sub-

algebra sé of Ri Y) is called a basic subalgebra of Ri Y) if sé is a base for the

closed subsets of Y.

The following result is immediate :

2.15. Proposition. If sé is a basic subalgebra of R'Y), then {inty A : A ese}

is a base for the open subsets of Y.

Obviously a basic subalgebra of R( Y) is dense in Ri Y) ; the converse is untrue

in general.

2.16. Theorem. Let £f be a basic subalgebra of RiX) with the property that if

(5n)n6jvç^ and if (J"=o Sn e RiX), then (J"=o Sn e ST. Then maximal chains in

[£r°]*-{0, X*} are r,y-sets.

Proof. Let sé and J1 be chains (with respect to set-theoretic inclusion) in

[Sr°]*—{0, X*}, and assume that both sé and J1 have cardinality no greater than

X0. Then in order to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that if sé < ¿%, then

there exists Ce £r° such that sé<C*<3ft. As y is a basic subalgebra of RiX), it

can be assumed without loss of generality that X— Vin) e ¡f ; for as (intx S)Se#> is

a base for the open subsets of X (2.15), there exists, for each neN, a family

(SA^cS? such that V(n+ l) = LUs intx Sa. Thus clx V(n)^\Ja^ intx Sa, and so
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by the compactness of clx V(n) there exist a(l),..., a(k) e£ such that clx V(n)^

U?= i intx Stt(i). Thus clx V(n)^\/i = x Sam^clx V(n+l), and we may replace

X- V(n) by (V.k=i Sam)'.

Let si=(A*)n£N and 3Ü=(B%)nt¡N. There are several cases to consider.

Case 1. Assume that si either is empty or has a largest member, and that 38

has no smallest member. Let A* be the largest member of si (for some A e £f),

and put A*= 0 if si is empty. By replacing B* by A?=o Bf if necessary, and

noting that 38 has no smallest member, we can assume that A*(=B*+X'=B* for each

ne N. Thus by 2.11 we can assume that A^Bn + x^Bn for each ne N. By 2.3(ii)

it is evident that (intx Bn) -[/lu clx V(n)] / 0 for each ne N. Thus for each

neN, there exists kneNsuch that the open set

(intx Bn) n (Z-,4) n [A"-clx F(«)] n K(/c„)

is nonempty. As y is a basic subalgebra of R(X), by Proposition 2.15 there exists

SneSf such that

(1) 0 * Sn £ (intx *») n (JT-yl) n [JT-clx K(«)] n V(kn).

Put £'=U"=o5n. As S„Çjr-clx V(n) for each neN, by 2.1(ii) £eü(JT). Thus

by hypothesis £e Sf. By (1), £- F(b)2Sb- V(ri)ï 0 for each neN, so by 2.3(i)

£*^ 0. As Sn n ^ = 0 for each « e N (see (1)), it follows that E r\ A= 0, and

so E* n A* = 0. Put C=y4 U £; then it follows from the above remarks that

A*<= C* and C e ST. As A<=Bt for each/ g AT, it follows that

(2) C-*, = E-B, = Ü OS,-2»,).
71 = 0

But by (1), S,, - 5, s (intx £„)-£/. If «=t/ then 5ns5; and so Sn-B, is empty.

Thus by (2),

c-B,= UÄ-fi^UW;
n=0 n=0

the second inclusion follows from (1). Thus C—B¡<=,V(jn) where m =

max{kn:Oún^j-l}. Thus by 2.3(i), C*^Bf^Bf_x for each jeN. Thus

st<C*<®.

Case 2. Assume that 38 either is empty or has a smallest member, and that si

has no largest member. Let B* be the smallest member of 38 (and put B* = X* if

38 is empty). As in Case 1, since si has no largest member we can assume that

A*<=A*+X^B* for each neN, and thus by 2.11 that AncAn+x^B for each

neN.

As A%cB*, it follows by 2.3(f) that (B-A0) n [JT-clx K(0)]^ 0, and so we

can choose p0 e (-6—4) n [A —clx ^(O)]- Put w0 = 0 and choose mx e N so that

/70 e F^i). Thus mx>m0. Inductively, suppose that we have chosen pteX,

0^i^n—l, and m¡ 6N, 0^/^n, such that

(i)   mi + x > mh       0 ^ i ^ «-1,

(ii)   /7t e (5-4) n [AT-clx >>*)] n V(mi+X),      0 g i á Ji-1.
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As A*<^B*, by 2.3(i) there exists a point pn e(B—An) n [Z-clx V(mA] and an

integer mn + 1eN such that pn e V(mn + 1). Thus (pn)neN and imn)neN satisfy (i) and

(ii). Put

(4) C= 0 K A X-Vimn + 1)].
n = 0

By (i), limn^„o mn = co; hence by 2.1(H) it follows that C e RiX). As ^4nA

[X— Vimn+y)] e £f for each «eJV, it follows from the hypotheses that C e ¿f. It

is obvious from (4) that for each neN, C*^A* A [X- V(mn + 1)]*. By 2.3(i),

[Ar-F(wn+1)]* = Ar* and so C*2^î=>^_a for each «eAT. Thus j/<C*.

On the other hand, it is obvious from (4) that C*£(V"=0 An)*sB*. Further-

more, for fixed i e N, the set

(B-AA n [Z-clx F(Wi)] <~> VQik*ù n [¿B A IT- F(/w,+1)]

is empty for each neN; for if w^i, then V(mi+y) Ci X—Vimn+1)=0, and if

« < z, then (5- ^ j) n ^n = 0. Thus by (3) and (4), /?¡ £ C for each z' e N. The set

5 = (/?¡)(eW is closed by 2.1(i) since pt e X— clx Fíwíí); since S is disjoint from C, it

follows from 2.2(H) that S*nC*=0. But SV0 by 2.2(iii), and so C * c C * u S*.

By (3) 5*£?S*and so C*cS*. Thus sé<C*<3S.

Case 3. Assume that sé either is empty or has a largest element, and that 38

either is empty or has a smallest element. The proof used in Case 2 applies here

(with minor modifications).

Case 4. Assume that sé has no largest member and 38 has no smallest member.

As in Cases 1 and 2, it can be assumed that A*^A*+1<= B*+1<= B* for each n,

meN. By 2.11 it can also be assumed that An<=An + y<=Bm+1<=Bm for each n,

meN. Put C= V"=o [An A [X- Vin)]]. As in earlier cases, it is evident that Ce ¿f.

Obviously C*^A* A [X- V(n)]* = A*^A*_x for each neN, and C*ç(V"=o An)*

çijcfi*,, for each meN. Thus sé<C*<38. This completes the proof of the

theorem.

Recall our assumption that X is a locally compact, <r-compact, noncompact

space.

2.17. Theorem [CH]. Let \Z(X)\=c. F/zen [oG(X)]* fe a èajz'c subalgebra of

RißX— X) and is isomorphic to BißN— N) isee 2.9 and §1 for notation). In particular

the Boolean algebras RißX- X) and R(ßN— N) are isomorphic.

Proof. Since \ZiX)\=c, it follows that |G(Z)|=c; thus |ctG(Z)| = c and so

[oG(X)]* has cardinality no greater than c. By [6, 3.6] and the complete regularity

of X, oGiX) is a basic subalgebra of RiX), and since <tG(X) is n-complete it satisfies

all the conditions on ¿f required in 2.16. Thus by Theorem 2.16 maximal chains

in [oGiX)]*—{</>, X*} are rjy-sets. Since every 77,-set has cardinality at least c

[6, 13.6(b)], it follows that |[aG(Z)]*| =c. Thus by Theorem 2.13 [<jG(X)]* is

isomorphic to BißN-N). As G(X)^oG(X), it follows from Proposition 2.10 that
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[ctG(X)\* is a basic subalgbra of R(X*). As ßN- Nis totally disconnected, B(ßN- N)

is dense in R(ßN-N); thus by Theorem 1.3 R(ßN-N) and R(ßX-X) are

isomorphic.

Let F be a compact space. Gleason [5] has shown that S(R( Y)) is the projective

cover of Y (in the categorical sense) in the category of compact Hausdorff spaces

and continuous maps. The following theorem is also proved by Gleason in

Theorem 3.2 of [5] for the special case in which si = R(Y). As the proof of the

present result is essentially the same as his proof, we shall not include it here.

Recall that a continuous map /from the compact space Tonto the compact space

Y is called irreducible if the image under / of a proper closed subset of T is a

proper closed subset of Y.

2.18. Theorem. Let Y be a compact space and let si be a basic subalgebra of

R( Y). Then there exists an irreducible surjection f: S(si) -*■ Y defined by f(x) =

f] {A 6 si : x e X(A)} (see 1.2 for notation).

We can now prove one of the principal results of this paper. Recall that X is

locally compact, <r-compact, and noncompact.

2.19. Theorem [CH]. Assume that \Z(X)\=c. Then there exists an irreducible

surjection ffrom ßN— N onto ßX— X.

Proof. If we put Y=ßX-X and si=[oG(X)]*, then by 2.17 the conditions of

2.18 are satisfied, and S(si) is homeomorphic to ßN—N. Thus by 2.18 there is an

irreducible surjection from ßN— N onto ßX— X.

2.20. Remarks, (i) Note again that if X is a locally compact, a-compact space

in which every closed set is a zero-set and if |Z(Z)| —c, then oG(X) = G(X) = R(X)

and so [R(X)]* is isomorphic to B(ßN-N).

(ii) The fact that R(ßX-X) and R(ßN-N) are isomorphic (equivalently,

S(R(ßX—X)) and S(R(ßN—N)) are homeomorphic) can be deduced from the

following two known results :

(a) [CH] If A'is locally compact, a-compact, noncompact, and \Z(X)\=c then

ßX— X and ßN—Nha.\z homeomorphic dense subspaces of P-points [1, 3.6].

(b) If T is a dense subspace of Y, then R(T) and R( Y) are isomorphic.

A discussion of P-points can be found in [6, 4IKL].

(iii) Let F be a compact space and si a dense subalgebra of R( Y). It is not

necessarily true that there exists an irreducible surjection from S(si) onto Y. For

example, if Y is the projective cover of ßN- N, then R( Y) contains a dense copy

of B(ßN—N). If there were an irreducible surjection from ßN— N onto Y, then by

Theorem 3.2 of [5] ßN-N would be homeomorphic to Y. This is untrue; see

Problem 6.W of [6]. Hence the word "basic" cannot be replaced by the word

"dense" in Theorem 2.18.

We conclude this section by giving a necessary condition that a compact space

Y have a projective cover homeomorphic to that oí ßN—N.
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2.21. Theorem [CH]. Let Y be a compact space whose projective cover is homeo-

morphic to that of ßN—N. Then dense G6-sets of Y have dense interiors.

Proof. If Fand ßN—N have homeomorphic projective covers, then R(Y) and

R(ßN—N) are isomorphic. Thus R(Y) contains a dense copy J5" of B(ßN—N).

Let G = n"=o Un be a dense Gó-set in Y, where (Un)neN is a countable family of

dense open subsets of Y. Let W be any nonempty open subset of Y. Then W c\ U0

is nonempty, and as !F is dense in R(Y) there exists F0 e J5" such that 0 #F0£

IF n [/„. As [/*! is dense in Y, it follows that (inty F0) n L^ is nonempty. Thus

there exists F,, e #" such that 0 /Flinty F0) n [/,.

Inductively, suppose we have found (Ffc)oSfcSn in ^ such that 0^F¡£

(inty Fi_j) n i/j (1 ¿/¿«). Then as i/n + 1 is dense in Y, it follows that (inty Fn) n

Un + 1 is nonempty and so there exists Fn + 1e^r such that 0 ^Fn+1ç(inty Fn) n

i/B+1.

Thus we have a sequence (FAn£N<^^ such that 0 #Fn^(inty Fn_y) n i/„ for

each neN. Thus (Fn)neJV is a countable chain of nonempty members of ^ and

since J5" is isomorphic to B(ßN—N), whose maximal chains are 7^-sets (2.13), it

follows from the definition of an 771-set that there exists He^ such that

0 / äs ñ Fn s f, ([/„ n IF).
n=0 n=0

As inty // is nonempty, it follows that (inty G) n W is nonempty. The theorem

follows.

2.22. Remark. It is not necessarily true that if Fis compact and has a projective

cover homeomorphic to that of ßN— TV, then every nonempty Gs-set of Y has a

nonempty interior. As an example, let Y be the projective cover of ßN— N. Then

Y is extremally disconnected [11, 22.4], and so every regular closed subset of Y is

open-and-closed. If every nonempty Gó-set of Fhad a nonempty interior, then every

zero-set of Y would be regular closed and hence open-and-closed. It follows from

[6, 4J3] that F would be a compact P-space; hence by [6, 4K2] Y would be finite,

which is impossible. Thus the projective cover of ßN—N contains nonempty

Gô-sets with empty interiors.

3. Baire ra-spaces. In this section we shall prove some general results about a

certain class of compact space which we shall call Baire /w-spaces. These results

will be applied in §4 to spaces of the form ßX— X.

3.1. Definition. Let A' be a compact space and let m be an arbitrary cardinal

number. Then X will be called a Baire m-space if, given a family !F of dense open

subsets of X such that \3F\ ̂ m, the set (\ 3F is dense in X. The Baire category

theorem states that every compact space is a Baire X0-space.

The idea used in the proof of the following theorem was first employed by Rudin

[10, 4.2] to illustrate the existence of P-points in ßN—N. Rudin's approach was

used by Plank in [9, 3.2] in a more general setting, as described below.
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3.2. Theorem. Let X be locally compact, noncompact, and realcompact (see

[6, 5.15]). Then ßX- X is a Baire Xx-space.

Proof. In Theorem 3.1 of [3], Fine and Gillman show that if X is locally com-

pact, realcompact, and noncompact, then every nonempty zero-set of X* has a

nonempty interior. Let Y be a locally compact space every nonempty zero-set of

which has a nonempty interior. Let !F be a family of dense open subsets of Y. In

Theorem 3.2 of [9], Plank shows that if \&\ ^K1( then C\ 3F is dense in Y. The

theorem now follows.

3.3. Definition. Let Y be a space and let J5" be a subfamily of R(Y). Then

H(F) is defined to be the set C]Fe^(Y-bdY F) (bdy F denotes the topological

boundary of F with respect to Y).

Note that H(F) may be empty.

3.4. Remark. There seems to be some formal similarity between the notions of

a basic subalgebra si of R( Y) and the associated subset H(si) of Y and the con-

cepts, defined by Plank [9, 2.2 and 3.1], of a ^-subalgebra A of C(X) and the

associated set of ,4-points of ßX— X. However, the exact relationship between

these concepts is unclear.

3.5. Theorem. Let Y be a compact space and si a basic subalgebra of R(Y).

(i) There exists a topological embedding g: H(si) -> S(si) such that f« g is the

natural inclusion of H(si) in Y (where fis the mapping defined in 2.18).

(ii) If Y is a Baire m-space and if \si\ am then H(si) is dense in Y, g[H(si)] is

dense in S(si), andf[S(si)-g[H(si)]]= Y-H(si).

Proof, (i) Let y e H(si). If A e si, then from the definition of H(si) it is apparent

that y e A if and only if ye A -bdy A = intY A. Define <%(y) = {X(A) : Ae si and

ye A} (see 1.2 for notation). This is an ultrafilter on B(S(si)); for if A(AX) and

\(A2) belong to $¿(y) then v einty Ax n inty A2 = intY(AxAA2). Thus \(AX l\A2) =

X(AX)C\X(A2) is a member of <%(y). Obviously 0 $<W(y) and if X(Ax)eW(y)

and X(Ax)çX(A2) then X(A2) e W(y). Thus W(y) is a filter on B(S(si)). Finally,

if A(^) £ <%(y) for some A e si, then y $ A and since si is a basic subalgebra of

R( Y), there exists Be si such that v e B and An B= 0. Thus X(B) e %(y) and

X(A) n A(Ä)= 0 ; hence <W(y) is an ultrafilter on B(S(si)). Thus f) ^(jO is a single

point of 5(j/) and so we can define g(y) by g(y) = (\ °ä(y)-

Suppose that x and y are distinct members oiH(si). Since ¿/is a basic subalgebra

of R( Y), there exists A e si such that y e A and * e A'. Thus g(j) e X(A), g(x) e

X(A'), and X(A) n A(^4')= 0. Thus g is one-to-one.

We next claim that if y e H(si) and if B e si, then g(y) e X(B) if and only if

y £ B. It is obvious from the definition of g that yeB implies g(y) e X(B). Con-

versely, if y $ B then yeB' and so g(y) e X(B') = X(B)' ; thus g(y) $ X(B) and our

claim is valid.

We now show that g is continuous. It follows from the above remarks that

g-W)] = {y e H(si) : g(y) e X(A)} = H(si) n A
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for each A esé. Since {X(A) : A e se} is a base for the closed subsets of S(sé) and

since H(sé) n A is closed in H(sé), it follows that g is continuous.

Finally, for each A e sé we have

g[H(sé) nA] = {g(y) : y e H(sé) n A} = X(A) n g[H(sé)].

Since sé is a basic subalgebra of i?( F), the family {H(sé) r\ A : A e sé}, which is

identical with {H(sé) n inty A : Ae sé}, is a base for the open sets of H(sé), and

so g is an open mapping onto its range. It follows that H(sé) and g[H(sé)] are

homeomorphic, and so g is a topological embedding.

Suppose that y e H(sé). Since g(y) e X(A) if and only if ye A for each A e sé,

it follows fhatf(g(y)) = (]{A esé :yeA}=y.

(ii) Since \sé\ ^m, the family Jr={F-bdy A : Aesé} is a family of not more

than m dense open subsets of F. Since Fis a Baire w-space, the set H(sé) = (\ &

is dense in Y. Thus if A is any member of sé, it follows that (inty A) n H(sé) + 0.

Choose j e (inty A) n H'sé); then g(y)eA(^)ng[/f(rf)], as seen above. As

{X(A) : A e sé} is a base for the open subsets of S(j^), it follows that g[H(sé)} is

dense in S(sé). Finally, since by (i) the restriction off to the dense subset g[H(sé)]

of S(sé) is a homeomorphism onto H(sé), it follows from [6, 6.11] that

f[S(sé)-g[H(sé)}} = Y-H(sé).

4. Applications to the remote points of ßX— X. The following notion is due

to Fine and Gillman [4], who proved, assuming the continuum hypothesis, the

existence of a set of remote points in ßR that is dense in ßR—R (R denotes

the reals).

4.1. Definition. A point /? e ßX is called a remote point of /SZif p is not in the

/SZ-closure of any discrete subset of X.

Obviously all the remote points of ßX lie in ßX- X. We shall denote the set of

remote points of ßX by T(X*).

Plank [9] has obtained a number of results concerning the set of remote points

of ßX when X is a separable metric space without isolated points. The following

result comprises a portion of theorems 5.4, 5.5, and 6.2 of [9].

4.2. Theorem. If X is a locally compact, o-compact, noncompact metric space

without isolated points, then

T(X*)=    O   [(ßX-X)-(bdsZ)*]
ZeZ(X)

= n Kj8z-z)-bdx.z*].
ZeZ(X)

Assuming the continuum hypothesis, both T(X*) and (ßX— X) — T(X*) are dense

subspaces ofßX— X of cardinality 2°.

We now combine 3.5 and 4.2 to obtain the following result:
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4.3. Theorem [CH]. Let X be a locally compact, o-compact, noncompact metric

space without isolated points. Then T(X*) can be embedded densely in ßN—N.

Proof. Since X obviously is separable, clearly \Z(X)\=c. By 2.17 and 2.20(i)

it follows that [R(X)]* is a basic subalgebra of R(X*) and is isomorphic to

B(ßN-N). Thus S([P(A0H is homeomorphic to ßN-N, and by 3.5(i) there is an

embedding g of H([R(X)]*) into ßN-N. Since \[R(X)]*\=c and X* is a Baire

Xi-space (3.2), it follows from 3.2(ii) that g[H([R(X)]*)] is dense in ßN-N. Using

4.2 and recalling that in a metric space R(X)qZ(X), we have

T(X*) ç    O    [X*-bdx.A*] = H([R(X)]*).
AeR(X)

As T(X*) is dense in X* and hence in H([R(X)]*), it follows that g[T(X*)] is dense

in g[H([R(X)]*)] and thus in ßN-N. As g is a topological embedding, g[T(X*)]

is homeomorphic to T(X*) and dense in ßN—N.

If X is a locally compact, a-compact, noncompact metric space without isolated

points, it is obvious from the definitions and the fact that R(X)^Z(X) that

T(X*)^ H([R(X)]*). Whether these sets are equal in general is an open question.

If X=R, we can employ the following lemma, proved independently by ourselves

and Mandelker [7, 2.3], to show that T(R*) = H([R(R)]*).

4.9. Lemma. Let K be a closed nowhere dense subset of R. Then there exists a

regular closed subset A of R such that K^bdR A.

Proof. See [7, 2.3].

4.10. Theorem. T(R*) = H([R(R)]*).

Proof. Recall (4.2) that T(R*) = f]ZEZ(R) [R*-(bdRZ)*] and that H([R(R)]*) =

fW*)[Ä*-(bdÄ/i)*]. As R(R)^Z(R), obviously T(R*)^H([R(R)]*). Con-

versely, if Z e Z(R) then by 4.9 there exists A e R(R) such that bdÄ Zs bdÄ A ;

thus R*-(bdRA)*^R*-(bdRZ)*. Thus H([R(R)]*)^T(R*) and the theorem

follows.
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